December 11, 2018

Environmental Commission
Meeting

Illinois

Alternative Water Source
Study Status and Schedule
Update

Study
Overview

SEPT 2018 Development of Public Engagement &
Communications Strategy
OCT 2018 Water Demand Projections & Development of
Water Planning Scenarios
NOV 2018 Water Loss Audit
NOV 2018 Selection of Public Relations Firm
DEC 2018 Updated Groundwater Modeling
DEC 2018 Assessment of Source Water Alternatives
JAN 2019 Selection of Viable Water Source Alternatives
for study during Phase II
FEB 2019 Begin Phase II Study
DEC 2019 Selection of Alternative Water Source

Education Topic #3 – Water
Quality Standards

• Identified as a need in the Public
Engagement and Communications Strategy
• Education Topic #3 emailed to Elected
Officials, Environmental Commission and
City Staff on December 9th
• Included Information on: Primary and
Secondary Drinking Water Standards
• Education Topic #4 – Breakdown of
“Control” of Water Sources

Any questions? Any feedback?

Education Topic #3 –
Water Quality
Standards

Public Relations Update

• Agreement signed with Images Inc. based
on approval at last month’s Environmental
Commission Meeting
• Reviewing stakeholder list
• Developing Logo/Branding
• We must Rethink Water
o Rethink the source of our water
o Rethink how we use water
o Rethink the value of water

Public Relations
Update

River Water Source
Assessment

River Water
Source
Locations

Four rivers were
analyzed for
quantity only from
ten locations

• Withdrawals of 40 MGD, 60 MGD, 90
MGD, 120 MGD and 150 MGD used for
assessment
• All four rivers have adequate capacity
under normal conditions (Annual Mean
Flow) for all withdrawal amounts from 40
MGD to 150 MGD
• It is anticipated that all four rivers will
have withdrawal restrictions during 7Q10
flow conditions
• 7Q10 Flow = lowest average flow that
would be experienced during a 7-day
period with an average reoccurrence
interval of 10 years

River Water Source
Assessment

River
Water
Source
Assessment

• Initial groundwater modeling indicates that
existing groundwater wells could be used
as a backup water supply during 7Q10
restrictions for most of the withdrawal
amounts for the Illinois and Des Plaines
rivers, but only during certain withdrawal
amounts for the Kankakee River
• Fox River would require a backup water
supply in excess of 6 months for all water
usage planning scenarios
• As such, use of the Fox River as an
alternative water source is not feasible for
the City of Joliet

River Water Source
Assessment

• Draft River Water Source Assessment
Technical Memorandum issued December
7th

Any questions or comments from the
Environmental Commission?

River Water Source
Assessment

Updated Groundwater
Modeling

• Joliet utilizes deep sandstone aquifer as primary water
source

Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

• Virtually no recharge of the deep sandstone aquifer
through the ground
• Migration of water to the Joliet area is impeded by the
Sandwich Fault
Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

Sandwich Fault

• Regional deep aquifer withdrawals have exceeded the
sustainable yield of the aquifer (~45 MGD) for many years

Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

• 26 active Joliet water wells, 21 withdraw from deep
sandstone aquifers
• Total well capacity is ~28.9 MGD
• Total firm well capacity (with largest well out of service) is
~27.2 MGD
• Total modified firm capacity (with two largest wells out of
service) is ~25.6 MGD
• Maximum Day Demand has ranged from 22.7 MGD and
25.6 MGD in past 5 years
• Existing well capacity is barely sufficient to meet the MDD with
two largest wells out of service

• 2020 MDD projected to range from 25.4 MGD to 25.8
MGD
• 2050 MDD projected to range from 28.3 MGD to 33.8
MGD

Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

• ISWS utilized regional groundwater model to determine the
timeframe at which the new water source should be in
service
• With short-term improvements, it was determined that the
deep wells will be depleted to the point of no longer
being able to meet the City’s Maximum Day Demands
around the year 2030
• Numerous Assumptions:
Average specific capacity of 3.5 gpm/ft
Water usage aligns with CT (Current Trends)
Two largest wells out of service
Well pumps continue to be lowered to top of Ironton-Galesville
(but not lower)
• No multi-aquifer well sealing (for City and region)
• Current capacity for all wells is maintained
• Two new 1,000 gpm wells away from cone of depression
•
•
•
•

Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

• Short-term improvements required to either reduce
demand or increase well capacity
• Short-term strategies include:
• Well development to increase specific capacity of existing wells
• Increased transmission/distribution from east to west when well
become unusable on the west, eastern well production can be
conveyed to the west
• Heightened attention on water conservation
• Reduce water loss in the City by implementing recommendations
in Water Loss Audit Technical Memorandum
• Consider providing treated wastewater to local industries (such as
Flint Hills Resources)
• Construct new wells away from cone of depression for projected
population growth

Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

• Draft Groundwater Assessment Technical
Memorandum issued December 7th

Any questions or comments from the
Environmental Commission?

Updated
Groundwater
Modeling

Alternative Water Source
Fact Sheets

• Fact Sheet Overview
• Description of Phase I and Phase II Criteria
• Rating Matrix for Phase I and Phase II criteria
• Table of Water Usage Planning Scenarios

• Fact Sheets for each of the 14 Alternative
Water Sources
• Comparison of the Alternative Water
Sources
• Recommendation column to be filled out after
obtaining comments from Environmental
Commission during December 11th Meeting

Alternative Water
Source Fact Sheets

• Fact Sheet Overview
• Alternative Description
o Narrative Summary
o Map of Alternative – shows relative distance between
source of water and Joliet (either Ridge Road Standpipe or
Fairmount & Garvin Booster Station, distances shown are
calculated along east-west and north-south alignment in
order to estimate the approximate transmission main
distance

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Fact Sheet
Overview

• Fact Sheet Overview
• Phase I Criteria
o Water Quality - describes the general quality of the source
water, indicates whether it is currently being used
successfully as a source of supply that is treated to meet
EPA standards, and whether there are regulatory concerns
regarding use of the source as a supply of water for Joliet
o Water Quantity (Water Source) - provides an indication of
the capacity of the source of water (e.g., lake, river,
aquifer) to meet the maximum day water requirements
estimated for Joliet and potential regional customers during
normal and drought conditions
o Water Quantity (Existing System) – provides an indication of
the extent of new infrastructure required for Joliet to obtain
access to and utilize the source as a supply of water

• Preliminary Phase II Criteria
o Control describes the degree to which entities other than
Joliet would have control over elements of the water supply
o Governance relates to the role that Joliet would have in
overall decision-making
o Maintenance provides an indication of the level of new
maintenance responsibility Joliet would assume
o Redundancy refers to an option’s ability to maintain supply to
Joliet during planned or unplanned outages at supply facilities
o Risk to Schedule identifies factors that have significant
potential to impact the time required to implement the option

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Fact Sheet
Overview

• Fact Sheet Overview
• Rating Matrix for Phase I and Phase II criteria
Phase I or Phase II
Criteria

Advantage

Neutral

Disadvantage

Water Quality

Quality of existing treated water supply meets
or exceeds EPA standards, or other suppliers
have shown that source can be successfully
treated to meet EPA standards

Treated water supply does not currently exist, but it is
believed that source could be treated to meet EPA
standards using conventional or advanced treatment
processes

Treated water supply does not current exist and
regulators have expressed significant concern
regarding the feasibility of the source for potable
water supply

Water Quantity
(Water Source)

Capacity of water source is adequate to meet
projected demands under all planning scenarios
and conditions including periods of drought

Capacity of water source is adequate to meet
projected demands under some planning scenarios, and
backup supply can be used to confidently meet
demands during drought

Capacity of water source is not adequate to meet
any projected demand scenario or number of days
backup supply will be required exceeds available
groundwater supply capacity

Water Quantity
(Existing System)

Supplier's system is adequate to meet projected
demands under some or all water planning
scenarios

Minor upgrades to supplier's system are required to
meet some or all water planning scenarios

Significant upgrades to supplier's system are
required to meet water planning scenarios

Joliet has control over the water supply source

Joliet is supplied directly by entity with control over
water source and is allowed to retail water to other
customers

Joliet is supplied by intermediate wholesaler, or is
not allowed to retail or wheel water

Governance

Joliet City officials have overall responsibility for
decisions related to the water supply

Joliet has a vote on governing decisions related to the
water supply

Joliet is a wholesale customer of another utility with
terms defined in a contractual agreement

Maintenance

Water supply infrastructure does not require
inter-jurisdictional maintenance to be performed
or directly paid for by Joliet

Inter-jurisdictional maintenance would not be performed
Inter-jurisdictional maintenance would be performed
by Joliet, but would be paid for by Joliet up-front or
and paid for by Joliet
through reconciliation at end of year

Redundancy

Redundancy exists or can be designed into new
improvements required to serve Joliet

Some portion of the water supply infrastructure
required to serve Joliet has limited redundancy

A major portion of the water supply infrastructure
required to serve Joliet has limited redundancy

Risk to Schedule

Joliet has single responsibility for development
of the required water supply and infrastructure

Another established utility is responsible for
development of the required infrastructure to serve
Joliet

Alternative requires formation of a new water supply
entity responsible for development of the water
supply and associated infrastructure

Control

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Fact Sheet
Overview

• Fact Sheet Overview
• Table of Water Usage Planning Scenarios

Water
Use
Planning
Scenarios

CT – Current Trends
LRI – Less Resource Intensive

The Des Plaines River is right in the City's backyard so it makes
sense to try to utilize it for an alternative water source. But it is not
utilized for any water supply currently and there isn't any water
quality historical data, so IEPA is unable to determine whether
treated Des Plaines River water would be able to meet drinking
water standards even with advanced treatment.

The Des Plaines River has the second highest quantity of
water available between the four river water options and
would be sufficient to meet Joliet's demands as well as
the Region's demands. However, water quality is a
concern, initial discussions with IEPA suggest that proving
that the Des Plaines River could be used for a drinking
water supply will be an uphill battle. Using this raw
water source would require the construction of an entirely
new system including intake, water treatment plant, pump
station, and transmission mains.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Des Plaines
River

All improvements would occur within the city limits of Joliet and
would be constructed, owned and operated by Joliet. Distribution
system improvements would be significantly less because the
source is located in the center of town. The biggest risk is whether
the required water quality testing (which will take at least 12
months) would indicate whether the water could be treated to
drinking water standards.

Aqua Illinois utilizes the Kankakee River as its raw water source. It is grandfathered
for a withdrawal of up to 80 MGD without low flow restrictions. Aqua has plans to
loop their system and could provide water to Joliet at a point close to Route 45 and
Manhattan Road. While it appears as though this alternative can supply Joliet and
some of the nearby communities (Water Usage Planning Scenarios 1 and possibly 2
or 3), it can not supply Joliet and the entire region without exceeding the existing
IDNR permit, triggering the 7Q10 low flow restrictions.
Aqua Illinois' water was rated the best in Illinois in 2017
and has water quality similar to Lake Michigan Water.
Aqua Illinois is permitted for a withdrawal of up to 80
MGD on the Kankakee River without low flow
restrictions. Currently, Aqua Illinois has a dedicated
demand of 20 to 25 MGD, which would leave 55 to 60
MGD for use by Joliet and some (not all) neighboring
communities. The existing WTP is currently rated at 30
MGD and would need to be expanded if Joliet decided
to purchased water from Aqua Illinois. Using this raw
water source would require the construction of a
transmission main (and possibly a pump station) from
Route 45 and Manhattan Road.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Kankakee
River – Aqua
Illinois

Joliet would be a bulk water purchaser and would not have any input into the setting
of water rates. Joliet would be one step removed from the control and have no
participation in governance. However, from the point of bulk water purchase (Route
45 and Manhattan Road), Joliet could become a water provider by reselling water to
neighboring communities. Since there are some improvements required to be
constructed by Aqua Illinois, this would be out of Joliet's control and would carry some
risk to the schedule. But this alternative requires less financial risk for Joliet because
Aqua would construct a significant portion of the improvements.

The Kankakee River is used by both Aqua Illinois - Kankakee and the City of
Wilmington for their raw water supply. It is a known source which can be
conventionally treated to achieve a high quality finished water. However, at the
flows that the City by itself or with the region (Water Usage Planning Scenarios 1
through 4) would utilize, the resulting maximum low flow days would require the
City's existing wells to remain in service as an online back-up supply.
The Kankakee River is a proven raw water source which can
be treated to the highest water quality (comparable to Lake
Michigan Water). Water quantity is lower on the Kankakee
River as compared to the Des Plaines River and Illinois River.
The annual mean flow of the Kankakee River is more than
sufficient to meet the demands of Joliet and the Region.
However, we anticipate that an IDNR permit for Kankakee
River withdrawal will include conditions whereby withdrawal
will be limited during low flow periods. During these times,
the City would need to rely on their existing wells to supply
water as an online back-up supply (versus as an offline
back-up supply for all the other Lake Michigan Water
alternatives). Between the three Kankakee intake sites,
there isn't much difference in flows. Using this raw water
source would require the construction of an entirely new
system including intake, water treatment plant, pump station,
and transmission mains.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Kankakee
River – I-55

All improvements would be constructed, owned and operated by Joliet, however, most
of the improvements would be located outside of the City's limits. The biggest risk is the
extent of improvements that will be required to maintain the existing wells as an online
back-up supply. (This alternative could also be one which the City solicits RFPs from
Illinois American, Aqua Illinois or PWC to construct, own and operate.)

While the PWC does have an 80-acre site along the Kankakee River, their IDNR
withdrawal permit lapsed and they have applied for a new permit which would be
subject to 7Q10 flow restrictions.
The Kankakee River is a proven raw water source which
can be treated to the highest water quality (comparable
to Lake Michigan Water). Water quantity is lower on the
Kankakee River as compared to the Des Plaines River
and Illinois River. The annual mean flow of the Kankakee
River is more than sufficient to meet the demands of
Joliet and the Region. However, the low flow (7Q10) is
much lower. We anticipate that an IDNR permit for
Kankakee River withdrawal will include conditions
whereby withdrawal will be limited during low flow
periods. During these times, the City would need to rely
on their existing wells to supply water as an online backup supply (versus as an offline back-up supply for all the
other Lake Michigan Water alternatives). Between the
three Kankakee intake sites, there isn't much difference in
flows. Using this raw water source would require the
construction of an entirely new system including intake,
water treatment plant, pump station, and transmission
mains.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Kankakee
River – PWC
Site

All improvements would be constructed, owned and operated by the Public
Water Commission. From a financial risk standpoint, this might be less initial
cost, but comes with the downside of loss of control and governance. Joliet
would be one vote on the PWC but would carry the majority of the cost if
costs are based on population and water usage.

This alternative is very similar to the Kankakee I-55 Alternative, just a few miles
longer distance. However, the City owns 1.5 acres of property for an intake at
this location.

The Kankakee River is a proven raw water source which can
be treated to the highest water quality (comparable to Lake
Michigan Water). Water quantity is lower on the Kankakee
River as compared to the Des Plaines River and Illinois River.
The annual mean flow of the Kankakee River is more than
sufficient to meet the demands of Joliet and the Region.
However, we anticipate that an IDNR permit for Kankakee
River withdrawal will include conditions whereby withdrawal
will be limited during low flow periods. During these times,
the City would need to rely on their existing wells to supply
water as an online back-up supply (versus as an offline
back-up supply for all the other Lake Michigan Water
alternatives). Between the three Kankakee intake sites,
there isn't much difference in flows. Using this raw water
source would require the construction of an entirely new
system including intake, water treatment plant, pump station,
and transmission mains.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Kankakee
River –
Towpath Lane

All improvements would be constructed, owned and operated by Joliet, however,
most of the improvements would be located outside of the City's limits. The biggest
risk is the extent of improvements that will be required to maintain the existing wells
as an online back-up supply. (This alternative could also be one which the City
solicits RFPs from Illinois American, Aqua Illinois or PWC to construct, own and
operate.)

The Fox River is used by both the City of Aurora and City of Elgin
for their raw water supply. Three locations along the Fox River
were evaluated.

The Fox River is a proven raw water source that can be
treated to the highest water quality (comparable to Lake
Michigan Water). Between the four rivers evaluated,
water quantity is the lowest on the Fox River. Even if the
existing wells can be used as an online back-up supply
for 6 months under LRI demand conditions, it is not
sufficient to supply the annual maximum number of days
that a back-up water supply would be required.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Fox River

All improvements would be constructed, owned and operated by
Joliet, however, most of the improvements would be located
outside of the City's limits. The biggest risk is the number of days
that a back-up supply would be required during low flow
conditions.

The Illinois River appears to be the most promising alternative river
water source because of its quantity of water available, even
during periods of drought. However, the water quality needs to
be proven. Even though it is used by the City of Peoria as their
raw water source, IEPA will still require water quality testing to
prove that it can be treated to meet drinking water standards.
Meetings with IEPA and IDNR would need to be scheduled to
confirm this.

The Illinois River has the highest quantity of water
available between the four river water options and would
be sufficient to meet Joliet's demands as well as the
Region's demands under normal and low flow periods.
While the City of Peoria utilizes it for their water source,
we would have to met with IEPA and then collect water
quality data to prove that it could be treated to meet
drinking water standards.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Illinois River

All improvements would be constructed, owned and operated by
Joliet, however, most of the improvements would be located outside
of the City's limits. The biggest risk to schedule is the required water
quality testing which will take at least 12 months to complete in order
to prove that the water could be treated to drinking water standards.
(This alternative could also be one which the City solicits RFPs from
Illinois American, Aqua Illinois or PWC to construct, own and operate.)

CDWM has plenty of excess treatment capacity available, but
depending on demand scenario, may be limited by the pipeline
from the treatment plant or the pumping station Joliet would
connect to. After recent rate hikes CDWM has tied their water
rate to the Consumer Price Index, providing a predictable rate into
the future.

Lake Michigan presents an abundant source of highquality water, and is the only water source that can meet
all of Joliet's water demand scenarios 365 days a year.
Lake Michigan supplies have a consistent raw water
quantity and quality independent of drought or extreme
rain events due to the volume of the lake and two-mile
distance offshore of raw water intakes. CDWM would
supply Joliet from the Southwest Pumping Station and
would only require a minor pumping upgrade to supply
Scenario 1 demand.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
City of
Chicago

CDWM is an established supplier with a proven delivery record. A wholesale
agreement with CDWM would provide a direct link to a water supplier
without any intermediate wholesalers but would not allow Joliet control or
governance over its water supply. CDWM allows customers to retail their
supplied water in a regional system. Construction all the way to the Southwest
Pumping Station would be the responsibility of Joliet, reducing reliance on
others for construction, but leaving Joliet responsible for maintenance of new
transmission main, including pipe within Chicago city limits.

DWC purchases water wholesale from Chicago, and supplies
communities in DuPage County without markup on a non-profit
basis. DWC has zero debt, a AAA bond rating, and their five-year
capital improvement plan is fully funded, providing financial
stability to their system and reducing likelihood of unexpected
rate increases. DWC provides a redundant supply for their
existing customers, with parallel tunnels from Chicago and a
looped transmission main.

Lake Michigan presents an abundant source of highquality water, and is the only water source that can meet
all of Joliet's water demand scenarios 365 days a year.
Lake Michigan supplies have a consistent raw water
quantity and quality independent of drought or extreme
rain events due to the volume of the lake and two-mile
distance offshore of raw water intakes. DWC would
supply Joliet from their Main Pumping Station in Elmhurst,
and could supply Scenario 1 demands without upgrades
to their system.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
DuPage
Water
Commission

DWC is an established, financially stable supplier of Lake Michigan
water purchased from Chicago. Joliet could become a voting
member of the DWC, but the commission structure will need to be
modified to allow representation for Will County members. DWC
charges a significant sign-on fee, but costs for construction of new
DWC infrastructure are credited against the fee. Upon completion,
new transmission main would be owned and maintained by DWC.

As a private company, IAWC offers the flexibility to negotiate most
aspects of a potential supply contract, offering construction,
operation and maintenance services or even financing of the project
in return for a negotiated rate structure. IAWC would be the second
intermediate supplier, purchasing their water wholesale from the
Village of Bedford Park, who purchases water from Chicago.
Lake Michigan presents an abundant source of highquality water, and is the only water source that can meet
all of Joliet's water demand scenarios 365 days a year.
Lake Michigan supplies have a consistent raw water
quantity and quality independent of drought or extreme
rain events due to the volume of the lake and two-mile
distance offshore of raw water intakes. IAWC purchases
water from the Village of Bedford Park, who in turn
purchases water from Chicago. The existing IAWC system
has only about 12 MGD of available capacity and would
not be able to support Joliet's Scenario 1 demands. To
supply Joliet IAWC would need to construct additional
transmission and pumping capacity back to Bedford Park
or Chicago depending on the scenario considered.

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Illinois
American
Water
Company

As the only private supplier of Lake Michigan water in this list, IAWC
allows the most flexibility in negotiation of a water supply agreement
and the greatest dependence on upstream utilities (Chicago, Bedford
Park). As a wholesale customer, Joliet would not have control or
governance over the water supply. IAWC would be willing to perform
maintenance of the transmission main at an additional cost to Joliet.

The SWC does not yet exist, and their potential charter members
are currently in negotiation with the City of Hammond, IN for a
possible supply route that would cross state lines. SWC would
construct and own an entirely new system and provide a
connection point near I-80/I-57 that Joliet would need to connect
to. Initial financial analyses of their system are promising, but no
engineering of the system has been completed to date.
Lake Michigan presents an abundant source of highquality water, and is the only water source that can
meet all of Joliet's water demand scenarios 365 days
a year. Lake Michigan supplies have a consistent raw
water quantity and quality independent of drought or
extreme rain events due to the volume of the lake and
two-mile distance offshore of raw water intakes. The
SWC cannot supply Joliet until construction of a new
system is completed, currently planned for early 2025.
The timeline is aggressive and many financial,
engineering, regulatory, and construction milestones
must be met between now and 2025.

Alternative
Water
Source Fact
Sheets –
Southland
Water
Commission

An SWC supply can be designed and constructed to accommodate
Joliet with any regional supply scenario. Initial financial analyses
are projecting a lower rate than CDWM, but an ambitious schedule
of design and construction must be completed by an entity that is still
in development. Joliet would be responsible for construction and
maintenance of transmission main west of I-80/I-57.

Oak Lawn has been purchasing water from Chicago since the 1940's, and has
been selling water wholesale to nearby communities since the 1970's. Oak
Lawn's new contracts that were written accounting for their recent major system
upgrade project include a profit of only five cents per thousand gallons. Oak
Lawn's $221M upgrade project includes fully redundant infrastructure with limited
excess capacity, new controls, a modern asset management system, and existing
system rehabilitation. This upgrade project did not plan for a Joliet supply, and
Oak Lawn may not be willing to perform another major construction project in the
near future for a profit of only five cents per thousand gallons.
Lake Michigan presents an abundant source of highquality water, and is the only water source that can meet
all of Joliet's water demand scenarios 365 days a year.
Lake Michigan supplies have a consistent raw water
quantity and quality independent of drought or extreme
rain events due to the volume of the lake and two-mile
distance offshore of raw water intakes. Oak Lawn may
be able to supply Joliet with Scenario 1 demands without
additional upgrades if negotiations with some of their
new and existing customers are not successful.

Alternative
Water
Source Fact
Sheets –
Village of
Oak Lawn

Oak Lawn is an established regional water utility that supplies
Lake Michigan water purchased from Chicago. Oak Lawn recently
completed a major program of expansion to serve existing
customers. Its wholesale customers have the opportunity to vote on
issues such as major expenditures and whether to allow new
customers into the regional system.

There is limited information on the Mt. Simon aquifer
in the Joliet sub-region. There is only one well in the
ISWS files, and the water quality (especially
chlorides) and productivity of the well suggest the
aquifer would not be a cost-effective, sustainable
supply source for the City and sub-region. Given the
water quality and quantity challenges of the aquifer,
it does not seem like a viable source water option
within the Joliet sub-region.

Both water quantity and water quantity are a
concern for the utilization of the Mt. Simon
Aquifer as a primary alternative water source.
A well in the Mt. Simon aquifer will likely be
high in chloride which is difficult to treat to
meet drinking water standards. Mt. Simon
wells have a lower specific capacity which
would require more wells than what Joliet
currently has and, in addition, the long-term
sustainable yield of the Mt. Simon aquifer is
unknown.

(not evaluated for Phase II Criteria)

Alternative
Water
Source Fact
Sheets – Mt.
Simon
Aquifer

While there is a measurable benefit to aquifer storage and
recovery (ASR) of treated wastewater injected into the CambrianOrdovician aquifer, the short term benefit is minimal. Given the
fact that no ASR systems have been permitted to inject into the
Cambrian-Ordovician aquifer within Illinois and deleterious water
quality affects were observed within similar systems in Wisconsin,
ASR is not a viable long term primary source water solution.

Both water quantity and water quantity are a
concern for the utilization of the Aquifer Storage
and Recovery as a primary alternative water
source. First, IEPA permitting could be challenging
since no ASR systems have been permitted in
Illinois. It could be even more difficult given issues
that have occurred at an ASR system in Wisconsin
which released arsenic and other metals in the
aquifer. Given the projected water demands of
Joliet and the region (as shown in Water Usage
Planning Scenarios 1 through 4) and the limited
injection rate, ASR cannot be considered as a
primary alternative water source.
(not evaluated for Phase II Criteria)

Alternative
Water Source
Fact Sheets –
Aquifer
Storage and
Recovery

• Comparison of the Alternative Water
Sources
• Recommendation column to be filled out after
obtaining comments from Environmental
Commission during December 11th Meeting

• Draft Alternative Water Source Fact Sheets
issued December 10th

Any questions or comments from the
Environmental Commission?

Alternative Water
Source Fact Sheets

Comments, Questions &
Additional Information
needed for Phase I Study

• January 8th Environmental Commission
Meeting – Environmental Commission will
be asked to make recommendation of
alternatives to be further evaluated in
Phase II

Are there any comments, questions
or additional Information that the
Environmental Commission needs in
order to be prepared to make
recommendation in January?

Comments, Questions
& Additional
Information needed
for Phase I Study

